The concept of systemic calcium regulation as the main action of vitamin D was developed nearly 1 century ago. It is still widely accepted, despite challenging evidence against it.
From a simple prescientific view, it is puzzling that the hormone of sunshine, vitamin D, would regulate mainly calcium, considering the intuitive and comprehensive appreciation of the sun in all religions, 1 the holistic health aspects of Yin-Yang and Greek and Renaissance heliotherapy. Why, this question needs to be asked, did the modern scientific process become preoccupied with just one aspect of sunshine and for so long-singling out ultraviolet, neglecting other wavelengths of the spectrum and singularly focusing on vitamin D and its calcium effects? Apparently, the scientific focus on calcium was fostered by easily observed bone alterations, supported by expedient diagnostic methods and charged by a mindset that powerful scientist experts developed, played up and guarded, with neglect and even denigration of non-calcitropic effects, not recognizing what they studied and promoted was related only to the tail of the elephant. When multiple target tissues for vitamin D (short for 1,25(OH) 2 vitamin D 3 ) were discovered 3 in all organ systems with an unconventional histochemical method, receptor microscopic autoradiography, 4 the results clashed with those from common biochemical homogenates. [5] [6] [7] The extensive histochemical data were ignored. A few biochemical in vitro studies followed and confirmed some of the pituitary and skin observations. In essence, the unexpected discoveries were met with initial silence and antagonism, which much later slowly turned into acceptance while still ignoring the original discoveries. Such scientific progression is a textbook example of the epistemological analysis of unexpected discoveries. 8 Experiments with calcium-binding protein appeared to strengthen the vitamin D calcium link, until comparisons revealed that calbindin sites did not match vitamin D nuclear binding shown in autoradiographic target distribution. Calcium-binding protein accordingly lost importance as a way to support the calcium concept. Similarly, recent studies with calcium-sensing receptor, assumed to be related to vitamin D sites of action, 9 are unlikely to strengthen the vitamin D calcium concept. Comparisons indicate different distributions of calcium-sensing receptor and vitamin D target sites. Furthermore, skeletal and smooth muscle, both highly dependent on calcium, are not genomic targets in rodent experiments, as would be expected with the concept of calcitropic tissue regulation.
By 1995 over 50 target tissues for vitamin D had been reviewed, 2 thus challenging the general concept of calcium homeostasis. As repeatedly emphasized, the hormone of sunshine's main action is not calcium homeostasis but rather a holistic concept: the regulation of vital functions, adaptation to the solar environment and maintenance of life. 10, 11 To be sure, calcium metabolism is part of it, especially related to growth and bone repair. But recently, other developments in the vitamin D field have also supported a much wider main role for vitamin D. This now includes strong epidemiological evidence for relationships between latitude and occurrence of diseases. An important contribution has also come from improved blood assays of vitamin D metabolites. This blood work has led to the recognition that the fear of vitamin D toxicity Figure 1 . A holistic view of vitamin D polyfunctional genomic targets (red) with associated effects from different wavelengths of sunlight, including temperature and visible light-related eye-pineal hormone. This schematic was published in 1988. It emphasizes not only the extensive vitamin D effects, but also the involvement of visible light and temperature, the role of melanin and especially melatonin, all of which need to be considered in the evaluation of biological effects of sunshine and vitamin D, renamed soltriol by the author. 10, 11, 24 The color reproduction of this figure is available at the European Journal of Clinical Nutrition online. 'hormone of growth and development', [15] [16] [17] 'hormone of immune and stress response', 18, 19 'hormone of the digestive system', 
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There is no evidence to distinguish between 'classical' and 'nonclassical' vitamin D target tissue und actions. The prevailing action and related designations depend on the status of the individual. The functions are linked to age and conditions, albeit all or most functions are active, more or less, at the same time. However, as evident from the scientific history, the designation of vitamin D's main functions has depended foremost on the focus of the investigator. And yet the whole picture must be kept in mind, and the scientific trap avoided when diligently studying parts. Furthermore, under natural conditions the sunshine hormone vitamin D is not acting in isolation, but in concert with effects from other wavelengths of sunshine, as proposed in the1988 diagram ( Figure 1 ). 2 Vitamin D is exceptional because of its extensive multiple actions, its high tolerance and its prophylactic and therapeutic potentials. Vitamin D's wide-ranging life-sustaining effects set it apart from other steroids, as well as all other compounds and drugs. Vitamin D is as fundamental as the sun, the closest we have to a 'panacea'.
